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I N T
When an observer moves through the world, a characteristic pattern of retinal image motion is created-theoptic flow field-that contains information about the layout of surfaces in the environment and about the observer's motion (Gibson et al., 1955) . The flow field is relatively simple when the observer translates while holding the direction of gaze fixed; all image points move away from the point towards which the observer is moving. Gibson et al. (1955) called this point the focus of expansion IFOE-seeFig. l(a)]. In this situation,the computational task of determiningthe directionof self-motion(heading) is straightforwardbecause the heading is specifiedby the FOE; the observerneed only find the point of intersection of the lines defined by two or more noncollinearmotion vectors. Human observers can use the information con-tained in flow fields of this type to judge their heading (Warren et al., 1988; Crowell & Banks, 1993) . The problem of estimating heading becomes more difficultwhen the observer'sgaze direction changes over time. A rotation of the gaze direction adds a rotational flow field to the flow field created by the observer's translation [Fig. l(b) ]. In consequence, an FOE corresponding to the observer's heading no longer exists. Estimating heading in the presence of gaze rotations is referred to as the "rotation problem". Many computational models have been proposed for solving this problem (e.g. Bruss & Horn, 1983; Heeger & Jepson, 1990; Longuet-Higgins& Prazdny, 1980; Prazdny, 1981; Perrone & Stone, 1994; Waxman & Unman, 1985) . These models all solve the problem using the optic flow field alone.
Human observers, on the other hand, might use informationthat is not present in the retinal image. They might, for example,use informationin an efference copy about the velocity of the eye movement to compute the flowvector that would have been created at each point in the visual fieldby that eye movement;this rotationalflow FIGURE 1. Flow fields created by observer translationwith gaze fixed (a) and translation + rotation (b). The two rectangles and the horizontal line represent two vertical walls at different distances and the horizon, respectively; the x indicates the heading. In (a), all vectors radiate outward from the heading (the focus of expansion).In (b), there is no longer a focus of expansioncorrespondingto the heading.In a real eye movement condition (see text), the observer views a display with image velocities as in (a) while tracking a movingpoint (the circle with the attached arrow). In a simulated gaze rotation condition (b), the observer fixates a stationary point in the display (the circle) and the display simulates the effect of the gaze rotation. In both conditionsthe r e velocity field resembles (b); the only difference is the presence or absence of an extra-retinal eye-rotation signal.
vector could then be subtracted from the actual flow vector at that point. Such a mechanism would make the rotational component of the flow field due to eye movements invisible to later processing stages. The system might similarly use proprioceptiveinformation from the neck muscles and vestibular signals to subtract the optic flow created by a rotation of the head with respect to the body. Psychophysicalstudies of heading perception indicate that extra-retinal signals are used in judging self-motion during gaze rotations. This conclusion is based on observed differences in performance in two conditions (Warren & Hannon, 1988 , 1990 Royden et al., 1992 Royden et al., , 1994 Banks et al., 1996) :a real eye movementcondition, in which an observer tracks a moving point while the display simulates pure translation [Fig. l(a) ]; and a simulated eye movement condition, in which the observer fixates a stationary point while the flow pattern that would have been created by an eye movement is added to the translational pattern in the display [ Fig.  l(b) ]. The flow fields at the retina are identicalin the two conditions (assuming accurate tracking), so any difference in performancebetween the two conditionsimplies the use of extra-retinal signals. The extra-retinal signals are consistent with the flow field in the real eye movementcondition,but in the simulated eye movement conditionthe extra-retinalsignalsindicatethat the gaze is stationary. Performance should be similar in the two conditions if the extra-retinal signals are not used. If extra-retinal signals are used, performance should be better during real than during simulated eye movements.
A number of investigators have reported that human observersjudged headingquite accuratelyduring real eye movements (Warren & Hannon, 1988 , 1990 van den Berg, 1992; Royden et al., 1992 Royden et al., , 1994 Banks et al., 1996) . During simulated eye movements, on the other hand, headingjudgments are almost always biased in the directionof the rotationby an amountproportionalto the simulatedrotation rate (Royden et al., 1992 (Royden et al., , 1994 Banks et al., 1996) . The most frequent exceptions to this result are for very slow rotations, in the order of 1 deg/sec or less (Warren & Hannon, 1988 , 1990 Roydenet al., 1992 Roydenet al., , 1994 . Some observers-perhaps more experienced ones-maybe able to judge heading accurately at higher simulated rotation rates under some conditions (van den Berg, 1992 (van den Berg, , 1993 van den Berg & Brenner, 1994a,b; Bankset al., 1996) ;see Discussion.These resultsindicate that heading perception during real eye movements is aided by an extra-retinaleye-velocity signal.
There has been some debate on the reasons for the errors in the simulated eye movement conditions. This debate can be characterized by two extreme hypotheses. The strongestversion of the extra-retinal signal hypothesis states that the visual system's estimate of the gaze rotation is based entirely on extra-retinal signals. Under this hypothesis, the visual system assumes that no gaze rotation occurs unless it receives an extra-retinal signal stating that the gaze is rotating; observers make errors during simulated rotations because this interpretation is inconsistentwith the motion being simulated.
A second hypothesis states that inaccurate heading judgments with simulated rotations reflect the operation of a faulty visual mechanism. For example, some of the computationalmodels of heading perception incorporate assumptions about the geometry of the optic flow field that are not always met. The difference-vectormodels of Longuet-Higginsand Prazdny(1980) , Rieger and Lawton (1985) , and Hildreth (1992) require pairs of flow vectors created by points at different depths along the same line of sight; a number of other models require that the flow fieldbe either once-or twice-differentiable(e.g. Waxman & Unman, 1985) .These models should estimate heading less accurately when their assumptions about the flow field are not met. Perrone and Stone (1991) and Stone and Perrone (1993) , for example, showed that a differencevector model's performance degrades when the scene consisted of two frontoparallelplanes at different depths separated by a 6 deg gap, whereas human observers' performance is unaffected. Under one version of the second hypothesis,therefore, the visual input-the flow field-is taken to be the primary source of information about all aspects of the observer's motion. An extraretinal signal is used to provide a more accurate measure of the eye rotation if it is large enough; otherwise, estimates are based on the visual input alone [this is the "mixed" model described by Banks et al. (1996) ]. Errors are made under some conditionsbecause the information in the visual input is not always extracted efficiently.
In light of this second hypothesis, it is of interest to determine whether there are any plausible computational models that can account for the results during simulated eye movements without recourse to extra-retinal signals.
A candidate is the model of Perrone and Stone (1994) . They proposed a physiologically motivated model of heading perception that purports to account for the simulated eye movement data in terms of purely visual processes. The model incorporatesconstraintson the set of possible eye movements and on the types of computations performed by visual neurons that make it inefficientunder some conditions.After comparing their model to human observers in five conditions of an experiment of Perrone and Stone (1991) and in one condition of Experiment No. 3 of Royden et al. (1992) , Perrone and Stone (1994) concluded that the model's behavior was qualitatively consistent with human performance.
This conclusionis open to question.At firstglance, this model's behavior appears to be determined by the interaction of a number of factors that degrade its performance; it seems that by adjusting free model parameters one can change the model's behavior significantly (Perrone & Stone, 1994 , footnote on p. 2931). Furthermore, Perrone and Stone (1994) did not report systematic manipulation of parameters; instead, the parameters varied from one simulation to the next. It is not clear, therefore, whether a single instantiationof the model can generate responses similar to humans' across a range of experimentalconditions.I have examinedthe behaviorof the Perrone and Stone (1994) model of heading perception in order to determine whether it is consistent with existing psychophysical data. I will first describe the model and then compare the performance of implementations of the model to that of human observers in conditionsfrom two experimentsof Roydenet al. (1994) .To anticipate, the model's behavior is constrained to one of two qualitativelydistinctmodes, dependingon the values of the various model and experimental parameters; the question is whether either of these behavioral modes (or any combination of the two) resembles human behavior.
Two aspects of the Perrone and Stone (1994) model have significanteffects on the constanterror or bias in the model's heading estimates. The first of these is the assumption that the fixated target is stationary with respect to the world; I will refer to this assumptionas the gaze-stabilization constraint. Perrone and Stone (1994) make a number of arguments for the plausibility of this constraint; I will not discuss them here. From a computational perspective, the gaze-stabilization constraint simplifies the rotation problem considerably (see the Appendix). In the context of Perrone and Stone's model, it reduces the number of processing units to a small fraction of the quantity required for a general solution to the rotation problem. However, if the visual system incorporatedthis constraint into a purely visual solution to the rotation problem, it might lead to errors in the experiments of Royden et al. (1992 Royden et al. ( , 1994 in which the assumptionis violated.
The other aspect of the model that can give rise to heading biases is a consequence of its discrete representation of the observer'smotion parameters and of the scene geometry (the depth map). In the case of the rotation rate and depth parameters, this representationis necessarilybounded because it is impossibleto represent an infinite range of values using a finite set of discrete units; in the case of heading direction,the whole range of values can be represented. The rotation rate cutoff assumed by Perrone and Stone (1994) varies somewhat from simulationto simulation,but it is never higher than 8 deg/sec. The model makes large errors whenever the actual rotation rate is significantlygreater than this value. In addition, a discrete coding scheme that is sufficiently coarse will often lead to errors when the actual values of the motion and scene parameters are not close enough to any of the sets of values represented in the model. For example, the spacing between the headings represented by Perrone and Stone (1994) increases dramaticallywith retinal eccentricity; the two most eccentric represented headings are 56 and 89 deg from the fovea. The model can make larger errors when the actual heading falls between two represented values.
Model specification
Perrone and Stone's (1994) model is a templatematching model, and the responses of many different templates to the same flow field are assumed to be computed simultaneously.The model has two levels:
1. A layer of velocity-tuned units that have spatially localized receptive fields and respond to motion at or near their preferred directionand speed within the receptive field; and 2. A layer of headinghotation template units that combine the outputs of specificunits in layer 1.
These secondaryunits are tuned to particular combinations of translationaland rotationalobserver motion. The properties of the first-layer motion sensors are based on physiologicalproperties of cortical area MT cells, while the second-layer templates qualitatively resemble cortical area MST cells.
Layer 1: opticflow sensors
The first layer consists of units tuned to a particular speed and direction of motion at a particular location in the visual field. Their direction-and speed-tuning functions are gaussian (Fig. 2 ) with standard deviations of 
Layer 2: templatesfor observer translationand rotation
The second-layer units add together the outputs of motion sensors across the entire visual field. If each unit in the second layer only received input from one sensorat each location,then one could describethese unitsby their preferred flow fields. Such an arrangement would not yield a general solution to the problem of heading estimation, however, because a given combination of translation and rotation does not define a unique flow field. The translational flow component at each point in the flow field also depends on the scaled depth (D)-the actual depth (Z) divided by the observer's translational speed (Q-at that point. Perrone and Stone (1994) solve this problemby using fivefirst-layersensorsat each point in the visual field as the inputs to each second-layerunit. The preferred directions and speeds of these five sensors are determined from the flow vector directions and speeds that would have occurred given a particular combination of translation and rotation and one of five possible D values (2, 4, 8, 16 , and 32 see, Fig. 3 ). The sensor with the largest response to the observed flow vector provides the input to the second-layerunit.*
The input to a second-layer unit from a particular locationin the visual field is a measure of how closely the observed flow vector matches the set of possible flow vectors associatedwith a given combination of observer translation and rotation. That unit's output is thus a measure of how closely the entire observed flow jield matches the set of possible flow fields associated with a given combinationof observer translation and rotation.
The set of second-layer units used by Perrone and Stone (1994) represents a discrete set of combinationsof observer heading and rotation. The represented headings in the horizontalmeridian are shown in Fig. 4 . They are roughly logarithmicallyspaced with regard to the angle from the fovea; with regard to other meridia, the distribution is radially symmetric about the fovea. Logarithmic spacing with respect to retinal eccentricity makes heading estimation less precise when the heading is towards the retinal periphery.
The rotationsrepresented in the model are determined from the represented headings via the gaze-stabilization constraint.For any given heading relative to the fixation point, the axis of rotation and the direction of rotation about that axis are completely determined because the direction of gaze must rotate directly away from the heading.For example, if the observerfixatesthe circle on the right-handwall in Fig. l(b) while headingtowardsthe center of the figure, the eye must rotate to the right. The rotation rate, however, also depends on the depth of the fixation point. The rotation rate required to maintain fixation would decrease if the fixated wall in Fig. l(b) were moved farther away, but the required direction of rotationwould not change. As discussedabove, the set of represented rotation rates is necessarily discrete and bounded; the assumed range differs somewhat from simulation to simulation, varying from O-2 to 0-8 deg/ sec in steps of 1 logzunit.
A separate template (second-layerunit) exists for each represented combination of translation direction and rotation rate. The model's estimate of these motion parametersis determinedby the templatewith the largest response. Perrone and Stone (1994) add noise (gaussian distributed,with a standard deviation equal to 5% of the mean activity) to the output of each template, find the preferred heading of the maximally respondingtemplate, *This winner-takes-all rule for determining the input to the second layer is analogous to the first step in the derivation of the leastsquares heading estimators of Bruss and Horn (1983) and Koenderink and van Doom (1987) (differentiation of the error function with respect to Z, equivalent to finding the point on the dashedray in the bottompanel of Fig. 3 that is in some sense closest to the observed flow vector). The Perrone and Stone model differs from these estimators in only four respects: it minimizes a different error function (the multiplicative inverse of the motion sensor response function); it represents the motion and scene parameters discretely; noise is added to the heading template responses to partially overcome the problems arising from the discrete representation;and it incorporatesthe gaze-stabilizationconstraint. and then average the resulting heading estimates across many trials. That average is the model's heading estimate. In summary, the Perrone and Stone (1994) model of heading perception consists of MST-like heading templates that sum the responses of MT-like motion sensors in such a way that their outputsprovide a measure of the similarity between the observed flow field and the set of flow fields that are possible given a particular set of motion parameters. The motion parameters are assumed to be limited to those that could occur due to translation while fixating a stationary point in the environment. In addition, the range of depths relative to the translation speed is of necessity assumed to be bounded (2<~< 32). More importantly, the range of represented rotation rates is also necessarily bounded (<*8 deg/sec in Perrone and Stone's simulations).
S
Model implementation
I implementedthe Perrone and Stone (1994) model in MATLAB. Unless otherwise noted, the implementation followed the description in their paper. The input was a vector field on a planar projection surface representing the instantaneous image velocities. Each motion sequence was divided into five temporal epochs so that the model's estimates at different times could be examined.
Within each epoch the model was presented with an image-velocityfield created by 400 randomly distributed points. Thirty trials were simulated in each condition, with gaussian-distributednoise added to each template's response (with standard deviation equal to 5% of the mean response); the resulting estimates were averaged across trials.
The main difference between my implementationand that of Perrone and Stone is the assumed distributionof the templates' preferred headings and rotation rates. I modifiedthese distributionsin order to make the model's performance more consistent with the heading discrimination data of Crowell and Banks (1993), who measured heading discriminationas a functionof two variables:the heading eccentricity, or visual angle between the simulated heading and the center of the display, and the retinal eccentrici~, or visual angle between the center of the display and the directionof gaze. Varying the heading eccentricity changes the type of flow fieldpresentedfrom radial (Odeg) to laminar (90 deg); manipulating the retinal eccentricity changes the location of the flow field on the retina. Both manipulations'change the retinocentric heading. Crowell and Banks (1993) reported that there was a large effect of heading eccentricitythresholds increased by about 2 loglo units between heading eccentricities of O and 90 deg-but there was very little effect of retinal eccentricity between O and 40 deg along the horizontalmeridian. Crowell and Banks (1996) reported that both effects could be explained by assuming that the limiting noise in heading discrimination is added at the output of the motion sensors and that the stage of processing that computes the heading from the outputsof the motion sensorsis retinally isotropic.In contrast, the only noise in the Perrone and Stone (1994) model is added to the outputsof the heading computation stage; this means that the model cannot reproduce both effects reported by Crowell and Banks (1993) . The heading template spacing assumed by Perrone and Stone (1994)-constant at 3 deg near the fovea and increasing to w30 deg in the far periphery-allows the model to reproduce the increase in threshold with heading eccentricity, but it predicts a similar effect when the retinal eccentricity is manipulated.
The large spacing between preferred headings in the model also interacts with the large spacing between preferred rotationsto create consistentnonmonotonicities in the heading estimateswhen plotted as a functionof the rotationrate [e.g. Fig. 13 of Perrone & Stone (1994) ].The model tends to make larger errors when the true heading and rotation rate fall mid-way between represented headings and rotation rates. Such nonmonotonicitiesare not observedin human data. I therefore assumed a denser spacingof preferred headings(constantat 1 deg along the entire horizontal meridian) and a denser sampling of the space of preferred rotation rates-in steps of 0.5 deg/ see-from Odeg/sec (pure translation) up to a value R~,X. In combination,these two alterationseliminate the nonmonotonicitiesin the data and yield heading error standard deviations of roughly the correct magnitude in the no-rotation conditions of the experiments; they also bring the model into conformity with the conclusion of Crowell and Banks (1996) regarding the spatial homogeneity of the human heading computation apparatus. Beyond smoothing the model data, these manipulations do not have a great effect on its mean behavior under most of the conditionsto be reported here. Two remainingmodel parametershave an effect on the model's biases: the maximum preferred rotation rate, R m and the range of assumed scaled depth @) values (the set of first-layer motion sensors that feed a given second-layertemplatefrom a single location in the visual field). Both of these parameters were systematically manipulated.
The experiments
The Perrone and Stone (1994) model incorporatesthe gaze-stabilization constraint, so we expect it to behave differently depending on whether or not the displays satisfy the constraint. A complete test of the model, therefore, should compare its behavior to human performancein experimentsof both types; the difference in performance between the two types will indicate the effects of the constraint. I compared the performance of this implementation of the Perrone and Stone (1994) model to human performance in Experiments 7 and 2 of Royden et al. (1994) . I will refer to them as the gazestabilized (GS) and gaze-unstabilized(GU) experiments, respectively.The GS experiment also appears in Royden et al. (1992) and was simulated by Perrone and Stone (1994) . They reported that their model exhibited an error that was qualitativelyconsistentwith those of the human observers. Unfortunately, they only reported a comparison within a single conditionof that experiment(using a rotation rate of 5 deg/see). In addition, they used motion parametersthat had been reported incorrectlyby Royden et al. (1992) and subsequentlycorrected by Royden et al. (.1994 the simulated rotation rates of both experimentsusing the correct motion parameters. Comparinghuman and model behavior in these two experiments should allow us to determine whether or not the human visual system incorporates the gaze-stabilizationconstraint.
Conditionsof the gaze-stabilizedexperimentofRoyden et al. (1994)
Displays simulated translation of the observer in a straight line at 250 cm/sec through a rigid threedimensional cloud of points combined with fixation of a point that was rigidly attached to the rest of the cloud. The fixationpoint was always 5 deg to the left or right of the heading at the beginningof each trial; the rotationrate was varied by altering the simulated depth of the fixation point. The instantaneous rotation rate always increased over the course of a trial [see Royden et al. (1994) , for details].Nominal rotationrates varied from Oto 5 deg/sec in both directions; the reported rates were the average over the trial. At the end of each trial, seven vertical lines appeared and the observer picked the one closest to the perceived heading. Royden et al. (1994) Displays simulated linear translation at 50 cm/sec towards a pair of transparent frontoparallel planes at different depths (2 and 8 m). The flow field also simulated rotation about a vertical axis at a constant rate. As in the GS experiment, rotation rates varied from O to 5 deglsec in both directions. However, the heading and the fixation point moved towards one another when the rotation rate was negative (in this Odeg heading condition), thus violating the gaze-stabilization constraint. When the rotation rate was positive, they moved apart over the entire trial and the constraint was satisfied.* In other respects, such as the response method and depth variationwithin the scene, it is the most similar of the remaining experiments of Royden et al. (1994) to their Experiment 7.
Conditions of the gaze-unstabilized experiment of
Template responses
We can learn more about the behavior of the Perrone and Stone model by examining the pattern of template responses. Figure 5 The function plotted as a thick, solid, black line represents the maximumresponse across preferred rotation rates. The actual heading is Odeg, the time-average or nominal rotation rate is 2.5 deg/see, and the instantaneous rotation rate at the end of the trial is -4 deghec. Note that each function has two main peaks; the sharp drop-off between them indicates the position of the fovea. To compute the model's heading estimate, noise is added to the responses and the preferred headings of the maximally responding templates are averaged across a number of trials.
rotation rate of 2.5 deghec), which creates a rightward rotation at W4 deg/sec at the end of the trial. Figure 5( b) shows the responses of a subset of the model's heading/ rotation templates to that flow field. The ordinate represents the template response, and the abscissa is the heading represented by the template (its preferred heading) in degrees to the left or right of the true heading. The different curves represent templates tuned to the same headings but to different rotation rates; for example, the solid, black curve represents the responses of templates with a range of preferred headings but all with a preferred rotation rate of 4 deg/sec. The response curves are mostly bimodal. This bimodality is characteristic of the gaze-stabilization constraint; it reflects two ways in which the model can decomposethe flow field into translationaland rotational components.The vectors in the flow field in Fig. 5(a) are directed primarily to the left despite the fact that the observer is moving towards the center of the field. This occurs because the rotationalcomponentof the flow field created by the rightward eye movement is larger than the translationalcomponentcreated by the observer'smovement through space. The model can be thought of as having two choices. First, it can (correctly) decide that the flow field is predominantly due to a rightward eye rotation. If it decides this, however, then it must select a heading estimate to the left of the fixationpoint, because the gaze-stabilization constraint requires that any eye movement must be directed away from the heading point [ Fig. 6(a) ]. The validity of this choice is represented by the heightsof the left-handpeaks in Fig. 5(b) . Second,the model can (incorrectly) decide that the flow field is primarily due to the observer'stranslation.In this case, it findsthe locationthat best correspondsto a FOE, which is far to the right [ Fig. 6(b) ]. This case corresponds to the right-hand peaks in Fig. 5(b) . The gaze-stabilization constraint also causes the precipitousdrop in responseas the preferred heading moves from one side of the fovea (the solid vertical line) to the other. A preferred heading slightlyto the right of fixationcan only be combinedwith an eye movement to the left. Such an eye movement would give rise to rightward flow. On the other hand, a template that preferred pure translation slightly to the right of fixation would expect to see a radial flow field with a FOE near fixation.The observedflow field is quite differentfrom both of these possibilities,so the responses of these templates are quite small. It is virtually impossible for a model that incorporates the gazestabilizationconstraintto return a heading estimate close to the fovea on the side in the direction of the gaze rotation. The model's performancewould be relatively accurate given this particular set of templates; the maximally respondingtemplate has a preferred heading close to the correctvalue [indicatedby the dashed vertical line in Fig.  5(b) ]. The situation is quite different when all templates with preferred rotation rates >3 deglsec are removed, as shown in Fig. 7 . Now one of the right-hand peaks is highest,and the model will "conclude"that the flow field is mainly due to a translationto the right. It will therefore exhibita large error in the directionof the eye movement, as did the observers of Royden et al. Figure 8 plots template responsesfrom the GS experiment for a range of nominal rotation rates. Figure 8(a) is similar to Fig. 5 ; it shows the model's responsesfrom the end of one trial of Experiment 7 plotted as a function of preferred heading with separate functions for a subset of the possiblepreferred rotation rates. The thick, solid line represents the maximum response across all possible preferred rotation rates. The values of this maximum response function at each point are then converted to gray-levels and plotted as a vertical strip in Fig. 8(b) (as shown by the dashed lines connecting the two panels of the figure) . The different vertical strips in this figure represent the various nominal rotation rates used in the experiment; the actual heading is always Odeg in this figure.Thus, Fig. 8(b) showsthe model's responses(gray levels) as a function of the templates' preferred headings (ordinate)for the completerange of rotation rates used in this experiment (abscissa). Brighter grays represent larger responses, so we expect the model's heading estimates to follow the brightest ridges in this picture.
The bright lobes in the upper-left and lower-right corners of the graph correspondto the left-hand peaks in Fig. 5(b) . They represent translation-plus-rotationsolutions to the flow fields.The bright areas in the lower-left and upper-right corners correspond to the right-hand peaks of Fig. 5(b) and represent mainly translational solutions to the flow fields. The thin, dark wedges between the two bright areas at either side of the graph represent headings on the side of fixation that is in the 
Simulation results: the gaze-stabilizedexperiment
The model was initially provided with templates depths (D)~angingfrom 2 to 32 sec in octave steps. The model was shown the flow fields from the beginning and end of each motion sequence. Figure 9 shows the results for of this implementationtogether with human data for the simulated eye movementconditionsof the GS experiment.The underlyingbrightnessplot is a copy of Fig. 8 . The vertical axis for the data overlay represents heading error. The human observer makes errors in the direction of rotation that are roughly proportionalto rotationrate. The model'sestimates at trial start are unbiasedwith small variances; at trial end, they are unbiased except at the highest rotation rate with very large variances. The trial-end model means are similar to the human except at a rotation rate of 2.5 degAec, but the associated standard deviations are as much as a loglo unit larger.
same simulated eye movement conditions. The underlying gray-levelplot is a copy of Fig. 8 ; the ordinateagain represents preferred heading. The overlaid graphs show the human and model heading estimatesreferencedto the true heading; the ordinates of these graphs represent heading error. The abscissa represents the presented rotation rate. Squaresrepresentthe headingestimatesof a human observer. This observer exhibited a bias in the direction of the rotation and proportional to the rotation rate. The diamonds and circles represent the model's heading estimatesfrom the beginningand end of the trial, respectively. Error bars represent standard deviations, which in some cases are smaller than the plot symbols.
The two sets of model estimates are quite different from the human data. At the beginning of the trial, the model's estimates are both accurate and precise: there is no significantbias at any rotation rate and the error bars are fairly small. The model's behavior at the end of the trial is quite different: its mean estimates are still unbiased except at the highest rotation rate, where it demonstratesa constanterror of w 17 deg in the direction of the simulated rotation.This error is almost identicalto the bias exhibited by the human observer, and in fact the model's mean behavior is quite similar to human except at rotation rates of~2.5 deg/see, where its errors are significantlysmaller than the human. The variability in the model estimates is much larger than the human at high rotation rates, however, sometimes by more than a Iogl[)unit.
The reason for the enormousvariability in the model's estimates is evident in the underlying template-response graph, which shows the template responsesfrom the end of the trial. The model'sresponseis fairly constantover a broad range of preferred headings; the brightest regions in the gray-scaleplot are very broad at high rotation rates. The flatnessof the peak of the templateresponsefunction accountsfor the variability in the model's estimates, and the fact that the two peaks on either side of the forbidden zone near the fovea are of roughly equal height (see also Fig. 8) allows the model to appear to violate the gazestabilizationconstraintby straddling the forbidden zone. Inspection of the individualestimates prior to averaging reveals that the distributionis bimodal and that none of the estimates fall within the forbidden zone. The human data, on the other hand, do fall within this zone at high rotation rates and show little variability. It is almost impossible for a model that incorporates the gazestabilizationconstraint to produce this combination of a mean response in the forbidden zone and small variability. 
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FIGURE 10. The model's performance changes dramatically whenRmax-the highest represented rotation rate-is decreased. As demonstrated in Fig. 7 , when the actual rotation rate is significantlyhigher than Rmax, the model makes large errors in the direction of rotation.The format of these graphs is identical to that of Fig. 9 , but the ordinate and brightnessscales are different. The flatness of the model's response functions and the high variability of its heading estimates are a consequenceof the scene geometry.Precise headingestimation during gaze rotations requires both an adequate amount of depth variation in the scene and a sufficiently large field of view for the translational and rotational components of the flow field to be distinguishable (Koenderink & van Doom, 1987) . The magnitude of the translational flow component is proportional to 1/ distance. The distribution of points in the three-dimensional clouds used in the GS experimentof Royden et al. (1994) was uniform; this means that the probability density function of translational flow magnitude was proportional to l/(flow magnitude)2. In addition, the edges of the nearer portions of the clouds (where the translational flow would have been greatest) were obscured by the 30 deg x 30 deg software clipping window. As a result, the translational component of the flow field tended to be much smaller than the rotational component, and changes in heading produced proportionally small changes in the flow field. For example, the mean (unsigned)change in flow direction created by the addition of the translational component to the rotational flowfieldwas only =7 deg at a rotation rate of 5 deg/sec.
Effect of R.a
One way to reduce the model's variability in this experiment is to impose additional constraints on the space of possible solutions. A rather drastic way of simplifying the solution space-using too small a set of rotation templates-was implicitly used by Perrone and Stone (1994) .They reported a very broad range of model errors-from W5 to 90 deg-in their simulations of the 5 deghec rotation rate condition of Experiment 3 of Royden et al. (1992) . The magnitude of the error depended on the portion of the trial simulated. In this experiment,the instantaneousrotationrate increasedover the course of a trial from~2 to 11 deg/sec. The template in this model implementationwith the highest preferred rotation rate was tuned to rotation at 4 deghec. Thus, the display at the end of the trial fell well outsidethe space of motion parameters represented in the model. Given that the range of errors reported spans the actual range of errors reported for human observersin these tasks, it is of interest to examine the model's performance in greater detail as rotation templates are removed. Figure IO(a) demonstrates the effect of removing all templates with preferred rotation rates >4 deg/sec. This modificationof the model has no effect when the rotation rate is low. At high rotation rates, however, the bright areas in the underlying gray-scale plot correspondingto accurate translation + rotation solutions to the flow field disappear. The model's heading estimates at trial end jump over to the diagonal ridge representing purely translational solutions, and it makes errors considerably larger than those made by human observers.This leads to a crisp kink-pointin the model's data that is not observed in human data. Note also that the variability in the model's estimates is very large at some rotation rates but not at others. This is a consequenceof the discrete set of depth planes representedby the first-layermotion sensors that feed a given second-layer heading template. For some flow fields created by a combination of translation and rotation, the model findsa solutionthat is quite close to one of the represented depths. Under other conditions the best solution lies somewhere between two represented depths, leading to large variability as the model's estimate oscillatesback and forth between two values.
Figure IO(b) shows the results of removing all of the model's templates with preferred rotation rates >0 deg/sec. Both model functions are similar in shape to the human data, and the function representing performance at the beginning of each trial matches the human data fairly well and the error bars are comparable in size (smaller than the graph symbols at this scale). Thus, the model's estimatesare similar to the human data under the assumptions that the model contains no apparatus for dealing with rotations and that it uses information from only the beginning of each motion sequence, when the rotation rates are smaller.
Effect of assumed depth range
Reducing the set of assumed scaled depths (D) can affect the model's performance in a variety of ways (expandingthe range of D does not affect performance in this experiment). This aspect of the model also interacts with the range of represented rotation rates to determine the model's behavior, so Fig. 11 
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FIGURE 12. Human (observer CSR-largesquares) and model (diamonds,trial start; circles, trial end) heading errors in the simulated eye movement conditions of the GU experiment. The upper panel shows data for the model with all rotation templates, the lower panel with no rotationtemplates.The model errors with all rotationtemplates are asymmetrical;at negative rotation rates it makes errors in the oppositedirection from the human.The errors with no rotation templates are similar to, but larger than, the human's.
model has a complete set of rotation templates, and the lower panel shows the effects when it has no rotation templates. The thick, solid lines with no symbolswere fit to the human data. Each panel contains six model functions representing estimates from the beginning (dashed lines) and end (solid lines) of each trial using three different sets of represented depths. Circles represent the performance of the model using the scaled depth range assumed by Perrone and Stone (1994) . Quartered squares show the effect of using a reduced, far set of depths (D= 16-32 see) and crosses show the effect of a reduced, near set of depths @ = 2-4 see).
As the upper panel shows, all of these modifications make the rotation-templateversion of the model behave even less like human observers than the original (the circles are almost always closer to the thick solid line than any of the other symbols). The behavior of the norotation-templates version of the model is relatively straightforward; the functions in the lower panel are all fairly linear, and the slopes increase as the range of assumed scaled depths changes from near to far. The "Reduced Near" estimatesfrom the beginningof the trial in this panel fit the human data very well. Thus, it is possible to make the model's behavior resemble the human when the experimental displays satisfy the gazestabilization constraint, although a fairly drastic modification-removal of all of its rotation templates-is required.
Simulation results: the gaze-unstabilizedexperiment
Human and model heading estimates in the simulated eye movement condition of the GU experiment are plotted as a function of the actual rotation rate in Fig. 12 . The resultsshown are for trials in which the fixationpoint was at +4 deg (4 deg right of the heading) at the beginning of the trial. The two panels show results using different values of l?~,. (as in Fig. 10) . The values of Rrn~are 12 and Odeghec, respectively. The two model .Human(observer CSR,large squares)and model (diamonds,trial start; circles, trial end) headingerrors in the r eye movementconditionsof the GU experiment.Humanperformanceis accurate; the model exhibits an asymmetryunder these conditions similar to the upper panel of Fig. 12 . It was assumed that the extra-retinal signal completely inhibits all templates with preferred rotations other than the actual eye rotation. Assuming partial inhibition has no effect on the mean errors; assuming an extra-retinal gain less than one makes the model exhibit behavior like that depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 10 .
functions in each graph represent estimates for the beginning and end of the trial. The model's behavior in this experiment is quite different from its performance in the GS experiment. I will consider conditions using positive rotations and negative rotations separately. Recall that during positive rotations, gaze and heading moved apart and the gazestabilization constraint was satisfied. During negative rotations they initially moved together and the constraint was violated. At the highest negative rotation rates, the heading crossed from one side of the fixationpoint to the other towards the end of the trial; from that point onward the constraint was satisfiedby those displays.
The model's estimates are accurate at the beginningof each trial when the rotation rate is positive (Fig. 12 , right half of top panel). At the end of the trial, it exhibits a smallbias in the directionof the gaze rotation.Recall that the scene in this experiment consisted of two frontoparallel planes at distances of 2 and 8 m (D = 4 and 16 see). These coincided with two of the depth planes represented by the model at the beginning of each trial, whereas at the end of the trial they did not. This depth mismatch accountsfor the model bias in these conditions of the experiment. The variability in the model's estimatesis quite low in this experiment;it is comparable to the human. This scene geometry allows for much clearer discrimination between translational and rotational flow components.
The model makes errors opposite the direction of rotation when the rotation rate is negative and the gazestabilizationconstraintis violated (Fig. 12 ,left half of top panel). In fact, it estimates the heading to be almost directlytowardsthe fixationpoint,which is as close to the actual heading as it can get while still satisfyingthe gazestabilizationconstraint. This is obviously quite different from the pattern of human performance. The model's performance in this experiment is similar to its performance in Experiment7 when all rotation templatesare removed. The slopes of the two model functions representing performance at trial beginning and trial end are virtuallyidenticaland differentfrom the slopesof the two functionsin Fig. IO(b) because the rotationrate in this experimentis constantat the nominalrate throughout the trial. Again, the estimatesof this version of the model are fairly linear like the human data. They could probably be made to fit exactly by using a reduced, near set of assumedD values as in the lower panel of Fig. 11 .
Performance during real eye movements
This stripped-down version of the model with all rotation templates removed or suppressed is consistent with the strongest version of the extra-retinal signal hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, observers respond to simulated rotation displaysbased on the assumptionthat there is no gaze rotation because the extra-retinalsignals specify a rotational velocity of zero. As Perrone and Stone (1994) pointed out, extra-retinal signals would be easily implementedin their model by selectivelyexciting templates turted to particular rotations (or inhibiting others). We can therefore view the no-rotation-templates version of the model as a full version of the model that has suppressed the responses of all templates with nonzero preferred rotations in responseto a zero-rotation extra-retinal signal. We can generalize this idea by comparinghuman performancein the real eye movement conditionof the GU experimentto that of a version of the model that only has templates tuned to the actual eye movement rate. Figure 13 shows that this version of the model exhibits the behavior pattern characteristic of the gaze-stabilization constraint: it performs accurately when the heading and gaze move apart (positiverotationsin this figure) and makes small errors in the direction opposite the eye movementwhen they move together (negativerotations). The human data are fairly accurate at all rotation rates. The data are fairly similar, but note that the mean human response is in the dark area on the wrong side of the fixation point when the rotation rate is negative. l%e human data are thereforeprobably not consistentwith the gaze-stabilization constraint, but it might be worth collecting additionaldata with a greater spacingbetween heading and fixation (which should cause the model to make larger errors).
D I
Perrone and Stone (1994)proposeda model of heading perception that is computationally simple, massively parallel, and thus easy to implement within a biological visual system. The most interesting aspect of this model from a psychophysicalpoint of view (becauseit gives rise to a qualitatively distinct pattern of constant errors or biases) is the gaze-stabilizationconstraint.Incorporation of this constraint simplifies the problem of estimating heading in the presence of gaze rotationsby reducing the numberof unknownsby two. In the contextof this model, it greatly reduces the required number of processing units. The main effect of this constraint on the model's behavior is to restrict its responses to headings on the opposite side of the fixation point from the direction of rotation.
Perrone and Stone reported that they were able to fit human data from an experiment of Perrone and Stone (1991) and that the model's behavior was qualitatively similar to human at a rotation rate of 5 deg.hec in an experiment of Royden et al. (1992 Royden et al. ( , 1994 . The model made errors in the same direction as the human observers in the Roydenet al. experiment,but the magnitudesof the model's errors varied from 5 to 90 deg depending on the portion of the trial simulated. They concluded that the model could explain human heading judgments during simulatedgaze rotationswithout recourse to extra-retinal signals.
I examined the behavior of the Perrone and Stone model for two reasons. First, they simulated only a few conditions from two experiments and they allowed the model's free parameters to vary between experiments. Second,they only reportedthe model'sheading estimates in these experiments;they did not describethe underlying pattern of template responses. By examining the pattern of responses,we can determinehow likely the model is to exhibit particular errors and gain a better understanding of its sensitivity to manipulations of various parameter values.
A complete test of the model shouldincludeconditions that satisfy the gaze-stabilizationconstraintand others in which it is violated. One of the experiments considered here satisfied the gaze-stabilization constraint [the GS experiment, Experiment 7 of Royden et al. (1994) ] and the other did not (the GU experiment, Experiment 2 of Royden et al.) . As expected, the model behaved differently in these two experiments. It did not exhibit any bias in most conditionsof the GS experiment,but at the higher rotation rates its variability was enormous. In the GU experiment, on the other hand, it made errors in the direction opposite to the simulated rotation when the fixationpoint and heading approachedone another (i.e. at negative rotation rates). It estimated the heading to be directed roughly towards the fixation point, which is the closest response that satisfiesthe constraint.
Human observers,on the other hand,behaved similarly in these two experiments. They made errors in the direction of the simulated rotation and proportional to rotation rate whether or not the gaze-stabilization constraint was satisfied.At the highest rotation rates, human observers consistently responded several degrees to the same side of fixation as the rotation direction; this is a very unlikely response for a model incorporating the gaze-stabilization constraint. The lack of any difference in the pattern of human responses between these two experiments and the lack of any asymmetry between responses at positive and negative rotation rates in the GU experiment make it unlikely that any model incorporating the gaze-stabilization constraint could fit these data.
Removing the model's rotation-processing apparatus caused the model to make errors in the same direction as, but larger than, the human observersin both experiments. This stripped-downversion of the modelcould fit the data from the GS experiment if it was shown flow fieldsfrom the beginning of each trial and it assumed a nearer range of depths than was actually presented. A similar modification would probably allow it to fit the data from the GU experiment. Modifyingthe model in this way vitiates the gaze-stabilization constraint and is consistent with a strong version of the extra-retinal signal hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, observers respond to simulated rotation displaysbased on the assumptionthat there is no gaze rotation because any extra-retinal signals specify a rotational velocity of zero. The model can incorporate extra-retinal signals by selectively inhibiting templates tuned to particularrotations.Comparingsuch a versionof the model to human performance in the real eye movement condition of the GU experiment yields the asymmetry between positive and negative rotations characteristic of the gaze-stabilizationconstraint, which is not exhibited by the human observers. Thus, incorporating extra-retinal signals does not make the model's behavior consistentwith human data.
Is human performance always poor in the presence of simulated rotations?
There is some controversy surroundingthe claim that human heading estimationis always poor in the presence of simulated gaze rotations. Specifically, van den Berg (1992 van den Berg ( , 1993 and van den Berg and Brenner (1994a, 1994b) report accurate performance when the gazestabilizationconstraintis satisfied.The Perrone and Stone (1994) model might be consistent with van den Berg's data. However, most of his data were collected using horizontal translation over a ground plane. In this case, there is a simple cue that observerscould use to solve the task; the heading corresponds to the intersection of the horizon and a line containing points with a common directionof motion. Roydenet al. (1994) and Banks et al. (1996) presented evidence suggestingthat observerswho do well in this situationbenefit from the presence of this cue. Some of van den Berg's observers also performed accurately with displays simulating motion through a three-dimensional cloud of points (in which case no simple cues for heading exist), but some of them performed similarly to observers of Royden et al. (1992 Royden et al. ( , 1994 and Banks et al. (1996) . Thus, it is possible that the behavior of the Perrone and Stone model is consistentwith the performance of some observerswhen the gaze-stabilizationconstraintis satisfied.On the other hand, van den Berg has never presented results from experimentsin which the constraintwas not satisfied,and there are no reports in the literature of an asymmetrical pattern of errors between gaze rotations towards and away from the heading such as the model exhibits.
Human observers also perform well in the presence of simulatedrotationswhen the displayssimulatemotion on a circular path instead of a linear one provided the direction of gaze rotates so as to maintain a fixed angle with respect to the instantaneousdirection of translation (as if the observer were to walk in a circle with the head stationaryon the neck and the eye stationaryin the orbit). The experiment of Perrone and Stone (1991) (Warren et al., 1991; Crowell & Banks, 1994) , but the directions of the errors are not consistent between studies. Perrone and Stone (1991) found errors in the directionof rotation, Warren et al. (1991) reported errorsthat were most often oppositeto the direction of rotation, and Crowell and Banks (1994) found no significantbias under these conditions. These two situations-lineartranslation plus rotation and circular motion plus rotation-cannot be distinguished on the basis of the observer's translational and rotational velocity; they differ only in that the circular motion includes a translational acceleration. Similarly, they cannot be discriminated using the velocity field in the retinal image because the observer's translational acceleration only manifests itself in higher-orderderivatives of retinal position, such as the acceleration field. This information might be difficult to obtain in many situations because the human visual system is not very sensitiveto accelerationsand does not use informationin accelerations efficiently (Snowden & Braddick, 1991; Werkhoven et al., 1992; Todd & Bressan, 1990; Norman & Todd, 1993; Hogervorst, 1996) . Interestingly, observers in many experiments have reported that displays simulating linear translation plus rotation appear to simulate motion on a curved, possibly circular path (Royden, 1994) . Ehrlich et al. (1996) found that errors with displays simulating linear translation plus rotation were an increasing function of the stereoscopically defined distance to the response probe, consistent with the idea that observers were respondingon the basis of a perceived curved path of self-motion.
A second stage in human self-motionperception?
This line of reasoning suggests that computational models that extract the observer's instantaneoustranslational and rotational velocities from a retinal velocity field should not be rejected based on a direct comparison of their heading estimates to the observer's responses. It may make more sense to model human performance in "heading" perception tasks as the result of a two-stage process; an initial heading estimationstage followedby a second stage in which the observer'sfuture path is extrapolated (Royden, 1994) .Under this expanded theoretical framework, extra-retinal signals (or their absence) might conceivably play a role in both stages. If this is the case, the problem becomes one of distinguishing errors that occur in the two processing stages. Royden (1994) has shown that the errors made by the observers in Experiments 2, 4, and 7 of Royden et al. (1994) can be explained using the assumption that they accurately estimate their instantaneousdirection of translation and their rotation rate but incorrectly extrapolate their future path using an erroneousassumptionabout the relationshipbetween translationaland rotationalmotions. Specifically,she assumed that the perceivedpath during a simulated linear translation plus rotation is a circle with an initial tangent direction given by the actual heading and with a radius equal to the translationspeed dividedby the rotation rate. In other words, she was able to fit the data by attributing all of the error to the path-extrapolation stage. Crowell and Banks (1994) reported that a similar explanation was consistent with the errors made by their observers during motion on a circular path when an additional gaze rotation was added to that required to maintain a fixed angle between the direction of gaze and the heading.
In the contextof the Perrone and Stone (1994)model,it is possible that the predicted asymmetry in the heading error between conditions in which the gaze rotates towards or away from the heading is masked in the human data by a counteracting asymmetry in the pathextrapolation stage. This possibility is illustrated in Fig.  14 (a top view) . Figure 14(a) represents a condition in which the gaze rotates away from the heading; the gazestabilizationconstraintis satisfied,so the model estimates the heading quite accurately. The hypothetical second stage extrapolatesa curved path (assumedto be circular); in this example experiment, the observer adjusts a response probe (represented by the small circle in the figure)at a specifieddistanceuntil it appears to lie on the path. Figure 14 (b) represents a condition in which the gaze rotates towards the heading. The model returns an inaccurate heading estimate that is close to or at the fixation point (as in the negative-rotation conditions of the GU experiment).However, it is possiblethat the path extrapolated by the second stage has a different shape under these conditions.In this example, the hypothetical path asymmetry is assumed to exactly counteract the asymmetry in the heading estimates (at the specified response probe distance), leading to identical placement of the probe and hence to an identical "heading" error.
The way to test this hypothesis and to investigate the sources of error in these tasks is to systematically manipulate the distance to the response probe and map out in greater detail the shape of the observer'sperceived future path. In most studies of self-motion perception [including those of Royden et al. (1992 Royden et al. ( , 1994 ], the distance to the response probe was not clearly specified and was thus available as a free parameter in the modeling efforts of Royden (1994) . A rigorous effort to localize the errors in self-motion perception clearly requiresthat the spatial location of the probe be precisely specified.An asymmetryshouldbe observedat very short probe distances if the human visual system does incorporate the gaze-stabilization constraint implemented by Perrone and Stone (1994) .
C
The behaviorof the Perrone and Stone (1994)model of heading perception is not compatible with human psychophysicalperformance in heading judgment tasks in the presence of rotations of gaze. The main reason for this incompatibilityis the incorporationinto the model of the gaze-stabilizationconstraint, i.e. the assumptionthat the visual system can only correctly process eye movements caused by fixating a point that is stationary with respect to the scene. This constraint predicts an asymmetrybetween simulated eye movement conditions in which the gaze rotates towards or away from the headingthat is not observedin human data. Incorporating extra-retinal signals creates a similar asymmetry in the correspondingreal eye movement conditionsthat is also not observed in human data.
It now seems likely, however, that human performance in self-motionperception experimentsis best modeled as a two-stage task: heading estimation followed by path extrapolation. Within this expanded framework it is possiblethat the heading estimationasymmetrypredicted by the model is masked by a compensatingasymmetry in the path extrapolation. Further experiments using re- The effect of the gaze-stabilization constraint will be examined using the coordinate system and planar projection surface depicted in The unknowns(~?, and Z) are printed in bold type.~and ? are assumedto be constantfor the whole scene (i.e. the scene is assumedto be rigid), whereas Z can vary from point to point in the image (no constraints on the depth variation are assumed). It appears that a flow field definedat N points yields 6 +Nunknowns. However,because the depth (Z) always appears in a ratio with the translational velocity components, it is impossible to solve simultaneously for all three translation c~mponents and the depth. This can be made explicit by expressing T in spherical coordinates, i.e. by defining T. = Tsin(0)cos(@),Ty= Tsin(r9)sin(#),and T== T and by defining D = Z Here T 0 and~are the standardspherical coordinates,with T being the speed of translation, @the angle between the translation and the Z-axis, and # being the orientationof the headingin theX-Yplane. D i the distance to the point in question divided by the translation speed; it can be thoughtof as distance in units of time, or the amountof 
yielding 5 + N degrees of freedom: three componentsof rotation, two of translation direction, and one scaled depth at each point. Thus, the problem of determiningthe motion parameters is slightly simpler than it appears, but on the other hand the observer's speed and the distance to each point can only be determined to within a scale factor.
Gaz si
Perrone and Stone (1994) implementthe gaze-stabilization assumption by assuming that there is no rotation around the Z-axis (no torsional eye movements) and that the gaze rotation is equal to the translational flow vector at the fovea. This is accomplishedby setting R,= Tv/ZfiX, RV= -and R = O where ZfiXis the depth of the point being fixated. This yields: 
yielding 3 +N unknowns:two of translation, one of rotation rate (the fixationdepth), and one scaled depth at each point in the field. It is this simplifiedversionof the headingcomputationproblemthat the Perrone and Stone (1994)model addresses. Reducingthe dimensionalityof the problem space should in general make estimates of the motion parameters more precise and the process of finding them quicker. On the other hand, when the set of motionparameters lie outside the space (i.e. when the gaze-stabilization constraint is violated), systematic errors may occur. Within the context of the model, the value of N does not affect the number of second-layer heading templates required; it represents the number of distinct locations in the visual field at which first-layer image-motionsensors exist. On the other hand, the dimensionalityof the space of observer-velocityparameters has a geometric effect on the required numberof second-layerunits. Reducingthe dimensionalityof this space from 5 to 3 therefore reduces the requirednumberof secondlayer units to a small fraction of the number required for a general solution to the rotation problem.
